Need to show your students detailed dissections without enough room or time?

PathMobile™ easily positions over your dissection, holds the camera for hours and projects wirelessly to your Lab’s monitors!

PathMobile™ Makes Teaching Anatomy Easy...

- Safe and Easy Positioning of Camera
- 20 Mp Image Capture and Auto Archive
- Wireless 720p HD Live Video Projection to Room Monitor
- 720p HD Audio-Video Recording
- Internet Broadcasting of Your Lecture
- Full Body to 2.5 cm FOV
- Easy to use Annotation Tools
- Add Archived Reference Images to Supplement Your Lecture
- 6 Hour Cordless Battery Operation

Now All your students can see your dissections in the lab, across campus and beyond...
PathMobile™
“Roll Around” Imaging Workstation

In the Lab
Project Video Wirelessly to Room Monitors ensuring every student has a clear view.

Remote Locations
Use PathCast Internet Broadcasting to support locations outside of the lab.

Record
Video record presentations and lectures for tutorials and reference of key dissections.

Complete Presentation
Easily transition between live video and captured images. Use digital zoom and annotations to make your point.

Max FOV
PathMobile's 6-axis positioning and 34 x zoom range ensure you and your students see the field of view required. From 205 cm whole body views to close up 2 cm magnified views.

Whole Body Imaging!

Max Magnification

Contact Us for a Virtual demo...

Capture the Details!
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